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In this newsletter we want to draw your attention to two important items. 
 

 

*** Final Reminder*** 
Order Deadline for all embroidered Garments:  this Friday 31 May 2024 

For more information: t-shirt-and-polo-shirt-orders 
 

Have you ordered the righs size? The sizing for some garments is not standard - please follow the 
recommended guide for getting the correct size: 
1. Find a similar garment that. You are comfortable wearing and lay it on a flat surface. 
2. Measure armpit to armpit for chest width. 
3. Measure top shoulder seam to bottom hem for body length 
4. Compare these measurements against the sizing guide for each type of garment. 
 

 
 

 

***Transport between Brisbane Airport and Gatton*** 
 

Many of you attending Winter School are from overseas or interstate so we will be organising coach 
transport from Brisbane Airport to Gatton Campus and return. The coach will stop at the Domestic and 
International terminals as well as the Brisbane Transit Centre, CBD. Here is our current plan, depending on 
numbers: 
 

Sunday 7 July:  2 coaches to depart the Domestic Terminal - one at 12 noon and one at 3pm.  
Pick up points: Domestic Terminal, International Terminal, Brisbane Transit Centre, CBD 
Cost: $40 
 

Sunday 14 July (around 10am):  
Transport from Gatton Campus to the Domestic and International Terminals via the Brisbane Transit 
Centre 
Cost: $40 
 

To take advantage of this transport please complete the attached form. We need to know your flight 
details, which coach you plan to travel on from Brisbane airport - the 12noon or the 3pm departure - and 
your return travel requirements, if applicable.  
 

If these bus timings do not suit, you could look at the commercial bus companies that offer transport 
between Brisbane and Gatton: Murrays and Greyhound. For further information, links are on our website:  

https://qld-winter-school-2024.org.au/index.php/travel-to-gatton/ 
 

 
We are all looking forward to dancing with you at our Qld Winter School in Gatton. 
 
Best regards and happy dancing! 

From the Queensland Winter School Committee 2024 
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